
Confidence in place of self doubt

This week’s theme
This week we have been exploring the topic of who or what we place our identity in - what
does “confidence in place of self doubt” look like? And where does our confidence come from?
So many things are changing, but we believe that what hasn’t changed is that we were created
on purpose and for a purpose by a loving God.

Tip of the week
Watch your kids and try to observe what they are confident in - they might do homework
independently or find it easy to ask for help, maybe they love to display their gifts or are great
listeners. Try and observe what they hesitate to do or avoid doing - think about how you can
encourage them, not just with the things they are confident about doing. Also consider how
to draw alongside them in the things they feel less certain about doing, but which they would
do well with a bit of encouragement.

Creative idea - one thing that you can do together
Do  you have family photos you can get creative with? Why not print some, or edit them on
the computer and write around each member the things they should feel confident in? It
could be characteristics such as kindness, thoughtfulness or being good at maths!
Stick the pictures together to create a family collage, and celebrate the variety of areas your
whole family should feel confident about!

An encouragement for you
Sometimes, especially when things are difficult, we can get very down about our own abilities.
Feelings of failure or inadequacy come to the fore and may even feel that everyone would be
better if we were out of the situation. If you find yourself in this place, remember that feelings
are not necessarily a reflection of the truth in the situation. You’re the only you in your family
- you can draw confidence from being the collection of specialness that is uniquely you. Be
yourself and content yourself with doing the best you can.

For you (God) created my inmost being; you knit me together in my mother’s womb.
I praise you because I am fearfully and wonderfully made;

your works are wonderful, I know that full well.
Psalm 139:13-14, The Bible
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